
Sulla base dei pre-requisiti necessari per accedere alla classe terza (
seconda classe) si elencano qui sotto i 

 
 

CONTENUTI IRRINUNCIABILI fine 

Liceo delle Scienze Umane Opzione di Base
Liceo delle Scienze Umane Opzione Economico
Liceo delle Scienze Applicate 
 
 
Sulla base dei pre-requisiti necessari per accedere alla classe terza (
classe seconda) si dovranno saper usare i seguenti contenuti in situazioni comunicat

 
LEXIS 

Personal identification, relations with other people, 
sport, hobbies and leisure, work and jobs, shopping, 
and holidays, weather, people

 
GRAMMAR 

Interrogatives: what, what + noun, where, when, who, whose, which, how, how much, how 
many, how often, how long, why.
Nouns: singular and plural; countable and uncountable nouns with some and any; genitive.
Pronouns: personal; demonstrative; indefinite.
Determiners: a+ countable nouns; the+ countable/uncountable nouns.
Adjectives: possessive; demonstrative; quantitative.
Adverbs: frequency; definite time; indefinite time; place.
Prepositions: location; time. 
Verb forms: affirmative, interrogative, negative.
Tenses: Present Simple, Present 

Simple: recent past with just, 
with for and since. 
Future: with to Be Going to, P
Modals: can (ability; requests; permission),could (ability; possibility; polite requests). would 
(polite requests), will (offer), shall (suggestion; offer), should (advice), may (possibility), 
might (possibility), have (got) to (obligation), must (obligation), mustn’t (prohibition).
Passive forms: Present and P
Conditionals: type 0, 1, 2. 

 

 
necessari per accedere alla classe terza (v. OSA, rif. Gelmini

) si elencano qui sotto i  

 

CONTENUTI IRRINUNCIABILI fine CLASSE 2 ^ (1^Biennio)
 

Liceo delle Scienze Umane Opzione di Base 
Scienze Umane Opzione Economico-Sociale 

requisiti necessari per accedere alla classe terza (v. OSA
dovranno saper usare i seguenti contenuti in situazioni comunicat

 

Personal identification, relations with other people, daily life, food and drink, free time, 
work and jobs, shopping, places and buildings

and holidays, weather, people, personal feelings, experiences and opinions.

what, what + noun, where, when, who, whose, which, how, how much, how 
many, how often, how long, why. 

singular and plural; countable and uncountable nouns with some and any; genitive.
personal; demonstrative; indefinite. 

a+ countable nouns; the+ countable/uncountable nouns. 
possessive; demonstrative; quantitative. 

frequency; definite time; indefinite time; place. 
 

affirmative, interrogative, negative. 
imple, Present Continuous, Past Simple, Past Continuous, Present 

with just, indefinite past with yet, already, never, ever; 

Present Continuous, Present Simple, Will. 
can (ability; requests; permission),could (ability; possibility; polite requests). would 

(polite requests), will (offer), shall (suggestion; offer), should (advice), may (possibility), 
might (possibility), have (got) to (obligation), must (obligation), mustn’t (prohibition).

Past Simple. 

v. OSA, rif. Gelmini, per la 

(1^Biennio) 

v. OSA, rif. Gelmini, per la 
dovranno saper usare i seguenti contenuti in situazioni comunicative: 

food and drink, free time, 
places and buildings, transport, travel 

experiences and opinions. 

what, what + noun, where, when, who, whose, which, how, how much, how 

singular and plural; countable and uncountable nouns with some and any; genitive. 

 

Past Continuous, Present Perfect 

with yet, already, never, ever; unfinished past 

 
can (ability; requests; permission),could (ability; possibility; polite requests). would 

(polite requests), will (offer), shall (suggestion; offer), should (advice), may (possibility), 
might (possibility), have (got) to (obligation), must (obligation), mustn’t (prohibition). 


